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DISCLAIMER
The information contained in this program has been developed in good faith and
is believed to present good safety principles. Trailwalk Safety Training and all
other participating organizations make no representations or warranties as to the
completeness or accuracy thereof. Persons using this information must make
their own determination as to its suitability for their purposes in support of their
own safety programs. Trailwalk Safety Training and all other participating
organizations are in no way responsible for damages of any nature resulting from
use of this information.
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Introduction
Dangerous Goods such as Gasoline, Propane and Chemicals are on the roadways and
highways in Canada every single day. The Transportation of Dangerous Goods (TDG)
Regulations were created to protect the public from an accidental spill or leak.

The TDG system was designed to provide information to anyone who comes in contact
with dangerous goods, including information for emergency responders.

These regulations ensure that:
● A shipping document outlines the dangerous goods being transported.
● Safe packing protocols help to prevent spills.
● Safety Marks, including labels and placards, provide visual cues about the
dangerous goods being transported.
● Emergency Actions protect people and the environment from spills and leaks.

Where Do I Fit In?
Everyone who handles dangerous goods, regardless of where they are in the process,
is responsible for making sure the goods are transported safely to their destination.
Everyone involved should:
● Be familiar with the hazards of each class of dangerous goods.
● Recognize the hazards shown by labels and placards.
● Have a valid training certificate on you.
● Handle dangerous goods carefully to avoid leaks and spills.
● Take action in case of a spill or leak.
Shipper (Consignor)
The Shipper or Consignor is the person who prepares the shipment. They should:
●
●
●
●
●

Find out about the classification of the dangerous good.
Package the dangerous goods securely.
Complete a shipping document.
Label and mark the packaging.
Provide placards in needed.

Driver (Carrier)
Before accepting a shipment, the driver:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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● Makes sure the document is complete
● Makes sure the labels and markings on the containers match the information on
the shipping document.
Drivers must not accept shipments until the document, labels and markings are
complete and correct. They must not accept containers that could leak or are in poor
condition.
The driver also:
● Attaches placards, if required
● Makes sure the dangerous goods are loaded and secured properly
● Carries the document with the goods
In some cases a driver may have responsibilities of both a shipper and a carrier - for
example, when transporting company goods or picking up freight from an unattended
location.
Receiver (Consignee)
The person who unloads the shipment is a handler of dangerous goods and has the
general responsibilities of:
●
●
●
●
●

Be familiar with the hazards of each class of dangerous goods.
Recognize the hazards shown by labels and placards.
Have a valid training certificate on you.
Handle dangerous goods carefully to avoid leaks and spills.
Take action in case of a spill or leak.

Training
Everyone who handles, prepares for transport or carries dangerous goods must be
trained and certified. Your employer determines what type and level of training you
need.
In addition to the topics covered in this handbook, your dangerous goods training may
include:
● The use of safety equipment and PPEs (Personal Protection Equipment)
● Safe loading and unloading procedures
● Special training for explosives or radioactives
● Guidelines for selecting appropriate packages and containers
● More information about how to classify dangerous goods
Although you will find examples of dangerous goods in this handbook, your employer
must provide details about the specific products you work with.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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Certification
The training certificate is issued by your employer,
and is valid for three years. It can be in any size or
format, but it's not valid unless it is signed by both
you and your employer.
Whether you use the wallet certificate included with
the TDG Self-Teach manual or one issued by your
employer, it must contain:
● Your employer's name, address and
signature
● Your name and signature
● "Expires on" and the date it expires
● A brief description of the training you
received

If your responsibilities change, you might require additional dangerous goods
training.
The certificate is not transferable - if you change employers, a certificate must
be issued by your new employer.
If you are self-employed, you can issue your own certificate. This means you
have the responsibilities of an employer and an employee.
You must keep your certificate with you or near you at all times while working
with dangerous goods, as you may be asked to produce it at any time to a
Dangerous Goods Inspector.
Uncertified Employees
There could be a temporary situation where a person without a valid TDG certificate is
required to handle dangerous goods - for example, a new or occasional employee. This
is only allowed while the employee is being watched and supervised by someone who
is certified. The certified person is responsible for the actions of the uncertified person.

Enforcement
Dangerous goods regulations are enforced by government-trained inspectors. They
may be police officers, weigh-scale operators or other government employees.
Inspectors have the authority to:
● Search shipments or vehicles seizures and hold goods
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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● Take samples
● Make copies of documents
● Refuse shipment of goods or vehicles into Canada
Just as you will have a certificate showing that you've been trained, inspectors have a
certificate of designation showing the extent of their training and authorization.
An inspector wants to know that you and your employer are making reasonable efforts
to comply with the regulations. You must cooperate with any reasonable request an
inspector makes.
The inspector will check to make sure:
● Your training certificate is current and valid
● The shipping document is complete and correct
● Dangerous goods are labelled and marked correctly
● The correct container has been used
● Vehicles are placarded, if necessary
● The dangerous goods are loaded, secured and transported safely
The penalties for failing to obey the dangerous goods regulations can vary from fines to
jail terms. Anyone involved can be charged, from the president of the company to a
part-time employee.
Due diligence is when you have made every effort possible to ensure all regulations
have been followed. This is the best way to avoid problems.

Classification
Products and substances are classified as dangerous goods if they could be hazardous
during transport or when they spill or leak.
Everyone involved in transportation has to understand the hazards of dangerous
goods. This includes shippers, handlers, drivers and emergency responders.
It is the responsibility of the shipper to know whether an item is flammable, toxic,
corrosive, etc., and to find out how it should be classified under the dangerous goods
regulations.
The carrier should not accept a shipment until all the clasificacion details are listed on
the shipping document. Emergency responders will need this information if there is an
accident or incident during transport.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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The manufacturer is usually the one who conducts the laboratory tests to determine
whether the product fits into one or more of the 9 classes of dangerous goods. The
shipper may find this information by:
● Checking the Safety Data Sheet (SDS), which lists the dangerous goods
classification (see section 14 of the SDS for TDG information) along with other
technical information and safe handling procedures
● Contacting the manufacturer

Classes 1 to 9
Each of the 9 classes of dangerous goods represents a different type of hazard. The
colours, symbols and numbers on the Class Guide (appendix 1) show the type of
danger of each class.
Some classes are separated into divisions that identify the type of hazard more clearly.
For example: Class 5 has two divisions: 5.1 - Oxidizer and 5.2 - Organic Peroxide.

Primary and Subsidiary Classes
If a good has more than one type of hazard, it may belong to more than one class. The
primary class is shown first, with subsidiary classes in brackets. This information can
be important in case of a spill or leak, as a trained emergency responder will attack the
biggest threat first.

Packing Groups
In some classes, the degree of hazard is indicated by packing groups, always shown in
Roman numerals:
I.
II.
III.

Great Danger
Moderate Danger
Minor Danger

Methanol

3

(6.1)

II

Shipping Name

Class 3
Flammable Liquid

Subsidiary Class
Class 6.1 Toxic

Packing Group II
Moderate Danger

Shipping Names
There are hundreds of thousands of chemical compounds and millions of trade names.
To reduce confusion, the dangerous goods regulations include a list of shipping
names. The shipper must choose the correct shipping name from this list.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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On the shipping document, minor variations are acceptable. For example:
● The shipping name may not always have to be in capital letters

● It can be singular or plural
● The word order may be slightly different - for example, "Air, Compressed" is in
the list, but "Compressed Air" may be used on the shipping document.
Some shipping names are very precise, such as “Propane" and "Acetone."
Other shipping names are more general and are often used to describe mixtures that
contain dangerous goods. For example, "Corrosive Liquid, N.O.S." is the shipping name
for many products. (N.O.S. stands for "Not Otherwise Specified.")
Some shipping names have Special Provision 16 beside them in the dangerous goods
list. In these instances, the shipping name must be followed by the technical name of
the main hazardous ingredient in brackets. For example, a cleaning product might be
shipped as "Corrosive Liquid, N.O.S. (sulphuric acid)."

UN Numbers
The United Nations (UN) number is used universally to identify dangerous goods,
even though the shipping name might be different. For example, gasoline is UN 1203
even when it is benzin in Germany or gasolina in Mexico.
Here are some common shipping names with their UN numbers:
Shipping Name

UN Number

Corrosive Liquid, N.O.S.*

UN 1760

Gasoline

UN 1203

Sulphuric Acid

UN 1830

Using the Dangerous Goods List
These are the first 7 columns of the Dangerous Goods List for training purposes:
COLUMN 6
COLUMN 1

COLUMN
2

COLUMN
3

COLUMN 4

COLUMN
5

COLUMN 6a

COLUMN
6b

COLUMN
7

Shipping Name and
Description

UN
Number

Class

Packing Group
or Category

Special
Provisions

Explosive Limit or
Limited Quantity

Excepted
Quantities

ERAP

METHANOL

UN 1230

3 (6.1)

II

43

1L

E2

CORROSIVE
LIQUID, N.O.S.

UN 1760

8

I
II
III

16
16
16

0L
1L
5L

E0
E2
E1

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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Column Information
1

The Shipping Name is shown in capitals in the list.

2

The UN Number always appears with the letters UN.

3

The Primary Class is listed first, followed by the Subsidiary Class in brackets.

4

The Packing Group (I, II, or III) or the Category (A or B) shows the degree of
hazard.

5

Special Provisions may add definitions, restrictions or exemptions. Special
Provisions 16, for example, requires that the name of the main hazardous
ingredient be added to the shipping name in brackets on the shipping document
and small means of containment.

6a

This is the maximum quantity (kilograms or liters) per container allowed under the
Explosive Limit or Limited Quantity exemption.

6b

This is the code for the maximum quantity that can be transported under the
special rules for Excepted Quantities.

7

Quantities above this amount (Kilograms or Liters) will require a
government-approved emergency response assistance plan (ERAP).

Other columns in the dangerous goods list contain additional information, such as:
● Maximum quantities allowed
● If passengers are also carried

Class 1: Explosives
Products in Class I are designed to explode (e.g., dynamite) or create special effects
(e.g., fireworks).
All Class 1 Explosives are in Packing Group II. A
label or placard with an orange background
indicates explosives. For materials that have
greater hazards, the bursting bomb symbol is
used:
● 1.1 Mass explosion hazard
● 1.2 Projection hazard
● 1.3 Fire and minor blast hazard, minor
projection hazard or both but not a mass
explosion hazard.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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For explosives that have less risk, the bomb symbol is not used:
● 1.4 Minor hazard
● 1.5 Very insensitive
● 1.6 Extremely insensitive
The asterisk (*) does not actually appear on labels or placards. Instead, a capital letter
(A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, J, K ,L, N, or S) indicates the compatibility group of the
explosives.
These compatibility
groups...

...can ONLY be transported with these compatibility
groups

A

A

B

B, S

C

C, D, E, N, S

D

C, D, E, N, S

E

C, D, E, N, S

F

F, S

G

G, S

H

H, S

J

J, S

K

K, S

L

L

N

C, D, E, N, S

S

B, C, D, E, F, G, H, J, K, N, S

Class 1 - Examples
UN Number

Shipping Name

Class

Packing Group

UN 0027

Black Powder

1.1D

II

UN 0054

Cartridges, signal

1.3D

II

UN 0012

Cartridges, small arms

1.4S

II

You may need additional training in safe handling if you ship or transport explosives.
For more information about Class 1, contact the Explosive Regulatory Division of
Natural Resources Canada at (613) 948-5200.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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Class 2: Gases
Gases are normally transported under pressure and may have several hazards. For
example:
● They might erupt violently
● The vapours can spread rapidly
● The vapours might be extremely cold
● The cylinder could turn into a missile if it’s heated, damaged or punctured.
Gases in Class 2 are separated into three divisions,
depending on the type of hazards.
● 2.1 - Flammable
● 2.2 - Non-Flammable, Non-toxic
● 2.3 - Toxic
There are no packing groups for Class 2.

2.1 Flammable Gas
Flammable gases can ignite easily, so the symbol is a flame on a red
background.

Class 2.1 - Examples
UN Number

Shipping Name

Class

UN 1001

Acetylene, dissolved

2.1

UN 1011

Butane

2.1

UN 1075

Liquefied petroleum gases

2.1

UN 1978

Propane

2.1

2.2 Non-Flammable, Non-Toxic Gas
These gases are hazardous only because they’re compressed. The
symbol is a cylinder on a green background.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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Class 2.2 - Examples
UN Number

Shipping Name

Class

UN 1002

Air, compressed

2.2

UN 1013

Carbon dioxide

2.2

UN 1066

Nitrogen, compressed

2.2

2.3 Toxic Gas
Toxic gases are poisonous or corrosive and are very dangerous, as
shown by the skull and crossbones.

Class 2.3 - Examples
UN Number
UN 1017

Shipping Name
Chlorine

Class
2.3 (5.1) (8)

Anhydrous Ammonia
Anhydrous ammonia is often used as a fertilizer. It is classed as 2.3
(8) - a toxic gas, with a subsidiary risk as corrosive.
There is an optional placard for anhydrous ammonia, UN 1005.
When this option is used, the words “Anhydrous Ammonia, Inhalation
Hazard" must appear on both sides of the tank.

Oxidizing Gases
A special label and placard must be used for certain oxidizing gases.
These gases have a primary risk of Class 2.2 (Non-Flammable,
Non-Toxic Gas) and a subsidiary risk of Class 5.1 (Oxidizer).
Oxidizing Gases
UN Number

Shipping Name

Class

UN 1072

Oxygen, compressed

2.2 (5.1)

UN 1073

Oxygen, refrigerated liquid

2.2 (5.1)

UN 3156

Compressed gas, oxidizing, n.o.s.

2.2 (5.1)

UN 3157

Liquefied gas, oxidizing, n.o.s.

2.2 (5.1)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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Class 3: Flammable Liquids
Materials in Class 3 are dangerous because their vapours can ignite
and cause an explosion or intense fire. Flammable liquids can
move quickly and spread over large areas.
The flame symbol on a red background indicates the danger of fire.
Flammable liquids are separated into packing groups I, II and III,
which indicate their degree of danger, according to the flash point*
and the initial boiling point**.
Class 3 - Packing Groups
Packing Group

Degree of Danger

Flash Point*

Boiling Point**

I

Great Danger

any

35⁰C or less

II

Moderate Danger

Less than 23⁰C

More than 35ºC

III

Minor Danger

23⁰C to 60ºC

More that 35ºC

*Flash Point - The lowest temperature at which the vapours given off by a liquid
will ignite when exposed to an ignition source.
**Initial Boiling Point - The lowest temperature at which a liquid will boil.
Class 3 - Examples
UN Number

Shipping Name

Class

Packing Group

UN 1202

Diesel Fuel

3

III

UN 1155

Ethyl ether

3

I

UN 1993

Flammable liquid, n.o.s.*

3

I, II, III

UN 1203

Gasoline

3

II

UN 1223

Kerosene

3

III

UN 1230

Methanol

3 (6.1)

II

UN 1294

Toluene

3

II

*This shipping name has Special Provision 16, requiring the technical
name of the main hazard ingredient to be added in brackets. For example,
a product may be listed on a shipping document as: Flammable liquid,
n.o.s. (ethanol)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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Class 4: Flammable Substances
Class 4 products ignite easily and have fire hazards that are difficult to control.
Dangerous goods in Class 4 are separated into divisions depending on the type of
danger: 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3.
They are also separated into packing groups to indicate the degree of danger. (Packing
Group I is the most dangerous.)\

4.1 Flammable Solids
Some flammable solids catch fire easily, and others could cause a
fire through friction. Once they start to burn they are difficult to
extinguish.

Class 4.1 - Examples
UN Number

Shipping Name

Class

Packing Group

UN 1313

Calcium resinate

4.1

III

UN 1944

Matches, safety

4.1

III

4.2 Spontaneously Combustible
Under certain conditions these materials could ignite without
warning.

Class 4.2 - Examples
UN Number

Shipping Name

Class

Packing Group

UN 1362

Carbon, activated

4.2

III

UN 2004

Magnesium diamide

4.2

II

4.3 Dangerous When Wet
These substances may react with water to give off flammable gases
or could burst into flames on contact with water.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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Class 4.3 - Examples
UN Number

Shipping Name

Class

Packing Group

UN 1402

Calcium carbide

4.3

I or II

UN 1415

Lithium

4.3

I

UN 1418

Magnesium powder

4.3 (4.2)

I, II or III

Class 5: Oxidizers / Organic Peroxides
Class 5 materials can provide oxygen to increase the intensity of a fire. The symbol is
a flame supported by an "O" - for oxygen - on a yellow background.

5.1 Oxidizers
These are substances that contain large amounts of readily available
oxygen that will feed a fire. Oxidizers are separated into packing
groups according to the degree of danger. (Packing Group I is the
most dangerous.)

Class 5.1 - Examples
UN Number

Shipping Name

Class

Packing Group

UN 1942

Ammonium nitrate

5.1

III

UN 1491

Potassium peroxide

5.1

I

5.2 Organic Peroxides
Organic peroxides are unstable and reactive. When they are
combined with other materials they can burst into flames, create heat
and provide more oxygen. All organic peroxides are in Packing
Group II.

Class 5.2 - Examples
UN Number

Shipping Name

Class

UN 3102

Organic peroxide Type B, solid*

5.2 (1)

II

UN 3103

Organic peroxide Type C, liquid*

5.2

II

UN 3109

Organic peroxide Type F, liquid*

5.2

II

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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* All organic peroxides have Special Provision 16, requiring the technical name of
the main hazardous ingredient to be added in brackets. For example, a product
may be listed on a shipping document as Organic peroxide Type C, solid
(benzoyl peroxide).

Class 6: Toxic / Infectious Substances
Class 6 products or substances harm people by poisoning or infecting them.

6.1 Toxic
Toxic substances (poisons) may cause injury or death if you're
exposed to them, Poisons can be swallowed, inhaled or absorbed
through the skin. Poisons that are corrosive can severely burn your
eyes, skin or lungs.

The symbol is a skull and crossbones.
Toxic substances are separated into packing groups depending on how toxic they are.
(Packing Group I is the most dangerous.)
The level of danger is based on testing the substance on laboratory animals (usually
rats) to find out the quantity or concentration required to kill 50% of the test group. The
tests are called LD50 (Lethal Dose – 50%) and LC50 (Lethal Concentration - 50%).
Class 6.1 - Examples
UN Number

Shipping Name

Class

Packing Group

UN 1558

Arsenic

6.1

II

UN 1888

Chloroform

6.1

III

UN 1692

Strychnine

6.1

I

6.2 Infectious

(Label)

Infectious substances are divided into two categories: A (the most
hazardous) and B (less hazardous). Infectious substances in
Category A are known or suspected to cause disease. The label
and placard show a "biomedical" symbol. The label has specific
emergency instructions.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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There are two shipping names for Category A:
● Infectious substances, affecting humans
● Infectious substances, affecting animals
(Placard)

There is only one shipping name and UN number for Category B:
● Biological substance, Category B, UN 3373
Small containers must display UN number 3373 in a diamond. Class
6.2 waste is classified as UN 3291, For more information about Class
6.2, contact Health Canada's Office of Laboratory Security,
Biosafety Division, at 613-957-1779.

Class 7: Radioactives
Radioactive materials give off a form of energy that can break down atoms and
molecules. Exposure to radiation can damage tissue and/or bones, cause cancer and/or
genetic mutation.

The "trefoil" symbol indicates the presence of radioactive material.
Radioactives are separated into hazard categories according to the level of radioactivity.

Category III - High risk, requires special handling

Category II - Medium risk, requires little special handling

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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Category I - Low risk, requires no special handling.

Radioactives are highly regulated, and must be packaged, handled, stored and documented
under the rules of the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission. For more information, contact the
CNSC ar 1-800-668-5284.
If you ship or transport radioactives you may need additional training in safe handling.
Class 7 - Examples
UN Number

Shipping Name

Class

UN 2912

Radioactive material, low specific activity (LSA-1

7

UN 2915

Radioactive material, Type A package

7

Class 8: Corrosives
Corrosives can damage skin, metal or other materials. They are
separated into packing groups according to the results of lab testing.

Class 8 - Packing Groups
Test Results

Degree of Danger

Class

Rapid, severe and permanent skin damage

Great danger

I

Severe skin damage after moderate contact

Moderate danger

II

Severe skin damage after prolonged contact
Or
Corrosion damage to steel or aluminum

Minor danger

III

Class 8 - Examples
UN Number

Shipping Name

Class

Packing Group

UN 2796

Battery fluid, acid

8

II

UN 1760

Corrosive liquid, n.o.s.*

8

I, II, or III

UN 1791

Hypochlorite solution

8

II or III

UN 2809

Mercury

8 (6.1)

III

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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* This shipping name has Special Provision 16, requiring the technical name of
the main hazardous ingredient to be added in brackets. For example, a product
may be listed on a shipping document as: Corrosive liquid, n.o.s. (sulphuric acid).
For Class 8, some shipping names may not have a packing group. For example
UN2794.

Class 9: Miscellaneous
These are dangerous goods that are not covered by the other 8
classes, but are still dangerous if they spill or leak while they are
being transported.

Class 9 includes products and substances that are:
● Dangerous to human health but are not poisonous
● Lithium metal batteries
● Transported at a high temperature (liquids higher than 100°C or solids higher
than 240°C)
Class 9 materials are in Packing Group II or III (some may have no packing group).
Class 9 - Examples
UN Number

Shipping Name

Class

Packing Group

UN 2590

Asbestos, chrysotile

9

III

UN 3257

Elevated temperature liquid, N.O.S.

9

III

UN 3258

Elevated temperature solid, N.O.S.

9

III

UN 3090

Lithium metal batteries

9

Shipping Document
Every shipment of dangerous goods must be accompanied by a shipping document.
Some information on the shipping document is for the use of emergency responders.
For example, if the vehicle is involved in an accident, the police or firefighters will check
the document to find out who to contact for specific information about the dangerous
goods.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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The shipping document must be clear and easy to read. It can be in English or French.
It doesn't have to be a special form just for shipping dangerous goods. The document
can be a waybill, trip ticket, manifest or pro-bill and might include information for other
purposes. However, if it's used to ship dangerous goods it must include specific
information such as:
● Date the document was prepared or given to the carrier
● Shipper's name and address
● 24-Hour Number of the shipper, or a phone number where the shipper can be
reached until the dangerous goods are delivered

Description of Dangerous Goods
The shipping document must include a description of the dangerous goods in the
following order:
● UN number
● Shipping name and technical name, if required, in brackets - see page 8)
primary class (followed by subsidiary classes, if any, in brackets) -- for Class 1,
the compatibility group, e.g., Class 1.3G
● Packing group (if applicable - I, II or III) - for Class 6.2, the category (A or B)
● Any other information required by Special Provisions

Quantity of Dangerous Goods
The document must indicate the quantity of dangerous goods, unit of measure (must
be metric) and number of packages or containers.
If the quantity changes, the driver must show the change on the shipping document.
For example, if a driver has 20,000 litres of diesel fuel to deliver to several different
locations, the quantity must be amended after each delivery. The document must be up
to date so emergency responders will know the quantity of dangerous goods if there is
an accident.
The fact that a container is almost empty may be shown on the shipping document with
the words "Residue-Last Contained".
These words must be preceded or followed by the descripcion of the dangerous goods.
"Residue-Last Contained" cannot be used on shipping documents if the dangerous
goods are Class 2, Gases in small means of containment or in Class 7.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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Emergency Response Assistance Plan (ERAP)
In the list of dangerous goods, Column 7 contains the emergency response
assistance plan (ERAP), quantity in kilograms for solids, litres for liquids and for gases,
as the capacity in litres of the means of containment. For quantities above this amount,
the shipper is required to have a government-approved ERAP.
If an ERAP is required, the shipping document must include:
● The reference number of the ERAP
● The phone number to activate the ERAP

Additional Information
The shipper might be required to include other details on the shipping document, such
as:
● For radioactives, additional details
● For unodourized liquefied petroleum gas, the words “Not Odourized"
● For some toxic substances, the phrases *Toxic by Inhalation" are used in Special
Provision 23 and 106 as per the Regulations in Part 4.18.2. 4.23 and
3.5(1)(c)(vii).
● Control and emergency temperatures

Non-Dangerous Goods
Dangerous goods can be listed together with non-dangerous goods on the same shipping
document – as long as the information about the dangerous goods stands ouc. It can be:
● Listed first, under the heading “Dangerous Goods", or
● Printed in a contrasting colour, or
● Indicated by an “X” in a column headed “DG"

Waste
Shippers of waste dangerous goods may be required to complete a special shipping
document to comply with environmental requirements and TDG requirements.

Preparation of Documents
The shipper is responsible for preparing the shipping document.
The checklist at the back of this handbook should be used by the shipper who
prepares the shipping document, and by the driver who checks to make sure the
document is complete.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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The shipper, or someone acting on behalf of the shipper, must print their name after the
Certification Statement. The statement reads:
"I hereby declare that the contents of this consignment are fully and accurately
described above by the proper shipping name, are properly classified and
packaged, have dangerous goods safety marks properly affixed or displayed on
them, and are in all respects in proper condition for transport according to the
Transportation of Dangerous Goods Regulations.'
The driver should not accept a shipment until the document is complete and correct.
A driver who acts as both shipper and carrier (for example, transporting company goods
or picking up freight from an unattended location) may be required to complete a
shipping document.

Location of Documents
In an emergency involving dangerous goods, the driver or emergency responder needs
to find the shipping document quickly. It contains important details about the goods and
who to contact for more information.
Shipping documents must be carried within the driver's reach.
When the driver leaves the cab, the documents must be left on the driver's seat, in a
pocket on the driver's door or in an obvious place in the cab.
If the driver leaves the truck in a supervised area, a copy of the shipping document
must be left with the person in charge.
If the trailer is detached from the tractor or the dangerous goods are unloaded and left
in an unsupervised area, the shipping document must be placed in an accessible,
identifiable, waterproof receptacle.

Transfer or Delivery
When the driver transfers the shipment, the next carrier must be given a copy of the
shipping document.
When the driver delivers the shipment, the receiver must be given a document that
identifies the dangerous goods. This does not have to be a complete shipping
document. It could be a delivery ticket, waybill, electronic notification, etc.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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Keeping Copies on File
Shippers and carriers must keep a copy of each dangerous goods shipping document
for two years. The document could be an electronic copy.
This requirement also applies to importers, who may be considered shippers under the
TDG Regulations.

Safety Marks
Dangerous goods safety marks may be the first warning that a product is hazardous.
The person who needs this information might be a loader, driver or emergency
responder. For example:
● The "skull and crossbones" on a label shows that a substance is toxic
● The UN number on a placard tells firefighters what chemical they are dealing
with.
The safety marks we use in Canada are part of an internationally recognized system
and are shown on the Class Guide in the back of this book. Each class is indicated
either by a distinctive colour and symbol, or by the use of the class number in the
bottom corner.
For example, there are different labels or placards for Class 2, Gases. The background
colours are red, green, white or yellow and there are different symbols at the top, but
they all show number "2" at the bottom.

Small Containers
Small containers hold 450 litres or less (about 100 gallons). This
measurement is also used for containers nor designed to hold
liquids.
Small containers include:
● Drums, pails and cans
● Cardboard boxes and crates
● Aerosols and cylinders
A label is usually 100 mm x 100 mm (about 4 inches x 4 inches). If
the full-size label can't be used because of the size or shape of the container, a smaller
label may be used - for example, on the shoulder of a compressed gas cylinder.
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Labels cannot be reduced in size for Class 7. Labels may not be reduced to smaller
than 30mm x 30mm.
Before handing over the dangerous goods to the driver, the shipper must make sure
that each package or small container displays:
● A hazard label (for primary and subsidiary classes)
● The shipping name (and technical name, if required - see “Shipping Names”)
● The UN number
The shipping name appears next to the label for the primary class.
The UN number may be shown with the shipping name or on the primary class label.
When the number is printed on the label, the letters "UN" are not included.
These safety marks are put on at least one side of each small container.
The person who removes the dangerous goods from the container (completely, so no
danger remains) must remove or cover the dangerous goods safety marks.

Overpacks
An overpack is any enclosure used to consolidate one
or more small containers. It may be a larger box or
even a shrink-wrapped pallet. If the safety marks
cannot be seen, then the safety marks and the word
OVERPACK must be shown. If the overpack is larger
than 1.8 cubic metres (64 cubic feet or 4 ft x 4 ft x 4 ft)
the marks must be shown on opposite sides.

Consolidation Bins
Boxes, crates and bins are often used to allow small containers to be removed and
added during transport. The bin must indicate each class of dangerous goods it
contains. Options may include labels or a list of the classes.

Large Containers
Large containers can hold more than 450 litres (about 100 gallons). This term is used to
describe containers intended to transport liquids, gases or solids. Large containers
include:
●
●

Transport trailers, rail tank cars
Portable tanks and bulk tanks

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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●

Bins and hoppers

The shipper makes sure the large container has placards or that the driver has been
given any placards that are required for the shipment of dangerous goods. The driver
should attach the placards to all four sides of the vehicle before the dangerous goods
are loaded.
If a large container with placards is loaded on a vehicle and the placards are still visible,
that's fine. If not, the vehicle must be placarded as well.
A placard is usually 250 mm x 250 mm (about 10 inches x 10 inches). If the full-size
placard can't be used because of the size or shape of the container, a reduced-size
placard may be used. For example, some portable tanks have small placards.
The placards must remain in place until the container is completely empty of
dangerous goods, at which time the placards must be removed.

Intermediate Bulk Containers (IBC’s)
IBC's are portable tanks with a capacity of over 450 litres
and less than or equal to 3,000 litres (totes, cubes).
IBC's must show: Placards and UN Number on two
opposite sides or label for each primary and subsidiary
class as well as a UN Number and a shipping name may be
displayed on two opposite sides of the IBC. If multiple IBC's
are placed inside a trailer then placards and UN numbers
for each shipping name must be shown on each side and each end of the trailer.

Placarding Guidelines
Vehicles carrying certain types and quantities of dangerous goods must display primary
class placards. Sometimes the UN number of the dangerous goods will have to be
shown as well (either on the placard or on an orange panel next to the placard).

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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Here are some general guidelines:
1. A shipment of dangerous goods requiring an emergency response assistance
plan (ERAP), liquids or gases in a large means of containment always needs:
a. Placards and UN number. If a large container is put in a closed trailer, then
the trailer must also show placards and UN number
b. Petroleum Crude Oil that can develop hydrogen sulphide gas (H2S) must
have near each placard the words “Toxic by Inhalation" or "Inhalation
Hazard Toxic" (see special provision 23 and special provision 106)
c. In the case of a large means of containment that is an intermediate bulk
container (IBC) with a capacity greater than 450 L but less than or equal to
3,000 L,
i. A placard and UN number may be displayed on two opposite sides
of the IBC, or
ii.
A label for each primary and subsidiary class as well as a UN
number and a shipping name may be displayed on two opposite
sides of the IBC.
When IBCs (that have labels or placards on them) are inside or loaded
onto a road vehicle or railway vehicle, the requirements of the guidelines
for the display of placards on the road vehicle or railway vehicle still apply.
2. A truck carrying any quantity of Classes 2.1 that is transported on a vessel,
2.3, 4.3, 5.2 Type B liquid or solid that requires a control or emergency
temperature, 6.1 that is subject to Special Provision 23, or 7 that requires a
Category III Yellow label needs Placards unless guideline 1 applies.
3. A truck carrying 500 kg or less of dangerous goods does not need placards or
UN numbers unless guideline 1 or 2 applies.
4. A truck carrying more than 500 kg of dangerous goods needs:
a. Placards unless Guideline 1 or 2 applies.
5. For a mixed load of over 500 kg of different dangerous goods in small means of
containment, the driver could use:
a. class placards or
b. DANGER placards (except for dangerous goods to which guidelines 1 and
2 apply or are in one class and more than 1,000kg from one shipper)
For a quick reference to placarding, see the chart in Appendix 1.
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Compartmentalized Tanks
General Rule If the compartments contain dangerous goods, the tank must show:
● A placard on each compartment
● A UN number on cach compartment
● All the placards and UN numbers on each end

The UN numbers can be shown on orange panels instead of on the placards.
Option for Same Class If all the dangerous goods are in the same class, the tank may
be placarded as described on page 27 or it may show:
● One placard on each side and each end
● The UN number on each compartment (on orange panels)
● All the UN numbers on each end

Option for Flammable Liquids If all the compartments contain flammable liquids, the
tank may show:
● A Class 3 placard on each side and each end
● Only the UN number of the liquid with the lowest flash point

Toxic Substances
Some dangerous goods can be extremely hazardous if breached into your lungs.
Anhydrous ammonia must have the words on two sides of a large container "Anhydrous
Ammonia-Inhalation Hazard”. See special provision 23.
Petroleum Crude Oil that can develop hydrogen sulphide gas (H2S) must have near
each placard the words "Toxic by Inhalation" or "Toxic by Inhalation Hazard". See
special provision 23 and special provision 106.
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Elevated Temperature
Elevated temperature signs must be displayed on the sides and ends
of the vehicle when certain products are transported at a high
temperature, e.g. a solid transported at 240°C or more.
The elevated temperature sign is not required for tar or asphalt.

Marine Pollutant
The marine pollutant mark is not required for shipments carried by
trucks travelling on ferries within Canada.
It is used for some shipments travelling by sea outside of Canada, in
which case it is displayed beside the label or placard.

Lithium Battery Mark
Mandatory use after January 12, 2018. Requires the UN number (3090) and Telephone
number for additional information.

Containers
It's the shipper's responsibility to select the correct container for dangerous goods.
Shippers should not use (and drivers should not accept) containers unless they are in
good condition.
Some dangerous goods can only be transported in containers built to national or
international standards. These containers have been tested in a laboratory – they've
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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been dropped, crushed, soaked and burned to find out how they will withstand a
transportation accident.
Tanks are designed manufactured, tested and inspected to make sure the contents will
not leak during transport.
A coded certification mark appears on the container to show the standard that applies.

Small Containers
Some small containers have a certification mark that begins with the United Nations
(UN) symbol. Other containers, such as cylinders for compressed gas, show a
certificacion mark that begins with TC (Transport Canada) or DOT (US Department of
Transport).
This is an example of a UN certification mark you might see on a Drum:

1A1 / Y1.6 / 150 / 18 / CAN / ACME
The UN symbol is followed by numbers and letters, which in this example mean:

1

Container: Drum

A

Material: Solid

1

Contents: Liquids Only

Y

Packing Group: drum can be used only
for Packing Groups II and III Products.

1.6

Maximum Specific Gravity

150

Test Pressure (kPa)

16
CAN
ACME

Year of Manufacture: 2018
Country Code: Canada
Name of Manufacturer: Acme

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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Here are some packing codes you might see in UN certification marks:

Container

1 - drum
3 - jerrican
4 - box
5 - bag
6 - Composite Packaging

Material

A - steel
B - aluminum
C - wood
D - plywood
G - corrugated fiberboard
H - plastic

Contents

1 - Liquids
2 - Solids / inner containers
containing liquid

Packing Group

X - for PG I, II, or III
Y - for PG II or III
Z - for PG III only

Some quantities of dangerous goods may not require certification-marked packaging.
(See "Up to 150 Kilograms“ on page 32, “Up to 500 Kilograms” on page 33, “Limited
Quantities" on page 34 and "Samples" on page 34.)

Large Containers
A large container has a capacity greater than 450 litres. This term is used for containers
intended to transport liquids, gases or solids.
Intermediate Bulk Containers (IBCs)
IBCs are large containers used for transport and storage of dangerous goods. They are
often designed to be stacked and moved with a forklift. IBCs must have a certification
mark showing they meet Canadian or international standards.
Tank Standards
When some dangerous goods, such as propane, are shipped in large quantities they
must be transported in large containers that are designed and built for that product.
Gasoline tank trucks, for example, are tested and inspected to make sure they can
safely carry gasoline without spilling or leaking.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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Each tank has a data plate that lists the specifications. Inspection dates are posted near
the data plate. Drivers should make sure the tank has been inspected and tested as
required.
The inspeccion codes show the tests that have been performed, for example:
● V - Visual
● I - Internal
● P - Pressure
● K - Leakage

Reusing Containers
A shipper may be able to reuse a container - as long as it is in good enough condition
that the dangerous goods will not spill or leak during transport.
Some containers must be reconditioned before refilling.
The container should not display any labels or other safety marks that do not apply to
the dangerous goods or that are misleading.

Dangerous Goods with Other Goods
Dangerous goods should not be transported in the same container with other materials
that could cause them to spill or leak, or if there is a chance they might mix and react to
cause a hazard.

Trans-Border Shipments
Dangerous goods travelling to or from the United States are generally permitted in
containers that meet U.S. standards (described in the U.S. Code of Federal
Regulations, Title 49, or 49 CFR). See Part 9 and 10 of the TDG Regulations.

Securing the Load
The driver must comply with other transport regulations to make sure the load is secure
and does not shift during transport.
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Special Situations and Exceptions
Up to 150 Kilograms
Dangerous goods are exempt in quantities up to 150 kg per vehicle (gross mass),
available to the general public and transported by the purchaser, or by the retailer
to/from the user/purchaser.
Each package or container:
● Must not exceed 30 kg (except for 2.2 gases – for 2.1 and 2,3 see box, page 33)
● Must be strong and secure enough that it will not spill or leak (container does
not require a certification mark unless it is a gas cylinder)
The exemption cannot be used for the items in the box on page 33 or for any
explosives (Class 1) except:
● UN0012, UN0014, UN0044, UN0055, UNO105, UN0131, UN0161, UN0173,
UNO186, UN0191, UNO197, UNO276, UN0312, UN0323, UN0335 if classified
as a consumer firework, UN0336, UN0337, UN0351, UN0373, UN0378, UN0404,
UN0405, UN0431, UN0432, UN454, UN0499, UN0501, UN0503, UN0505 to
UN0507, UNO509 and UN0510

Up to 500 Kilograms
Some dangerous goods are exempt from many requirements of the regulations in
quantities up to 500 kg per vehicle (gross mass).
Each package or container:
● Must not exceed 30 kg, except for drums (no limit for 2.2 gases - for 2.1 and 2.3
gases, see box on page 33)
● Must be strong and secure enough that it will not spill or leak (gas cylinders
require a certification mark)
● Must show the shipping name
● Must have dangerous goods labels and the UN number, unless it already has the
marks required by other regulations - e.g., WHMIS (Workplace Hazardous
Materials Information System) or Pest Control Products Act
Although the document does not need all the information usually required, it must
include:
● The word "Class"- followed by the primary class of the dangerous goods
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● The words "Number of means of containment" and the total number of
packages or containers - e.g., "Class 3, Number of means of containment 10"
The driver must have a valid dangerous goods training certificate. The exemption
cannot be used for the items in the box below, or for any explosives except:
● Class 1.45
● UN 0191, UN 0197, UN 0276, UN 0312, UN 0336, UN 0403, UN 0431, UN 0453,
UN 0493
The 150 kg exemption and the 500 kg exemption cannot be used for:
● Class 2.1 (Flammable Gases) in cylinders larger than 46-litre
capacity
● Class 2.3 (Toxic Gases)
● Class 4, Packing Group I (Flammable Solids, Spontaneously
Combustible, Dangerous When Wet)
● Class 5.2 (Organic Peroxides) unless they are limited quantities
● Class 6.1 (Toxic) Packing Group I, liquids
● Class 6.2 (Infectious)
● Class 7 (Radioactive) that requires licensing by the Canadian
Nuclear Safety Commission
● Dangerous goods that require an ERAP, or a control or emergency
temperature

Limited Quantities
Dangerous goods in small quantities may be exempt from the regulations.
The maximum kilograms or litres are shown in Column 6 of the dangerous goods list.
The quantity limit applies to the capacity of each inner container - e.g., for a dozen
aerosol cans in a cardboard box, the limit applies to each can. A "0" in the column
means that the product cannot be shipped in a limited quantity.
Each package or container must:
● Not exceed 30 kg
● Be strong and secure enough that it will not spill or leak (container does not
require a certification mark)
● Show the words “Limited Quantity", "Ltd. Qty." or "Consumer Commodity"
● Show the UN number (or numbers) in a diamond shape
● Show the international limited quantity mark
● Show the international limited quantity mark for air
transport
If the package or container is in an overpack, in addition to any of
the above markings the word “OVERPACK” must be shown.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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Until December 31, 2020, the words “Limited Quantity" can be used on the package.
After December 31, 2020, only the international mark can be used.

Samples
Dangerous goods that are being sent to a laboratory for analysis may be exempt from
the regulations.
Each package or container:
● Must not exceed 10 kg
● Must be strong and secure enough that it will not spill or leak and must show
the words “test samples” (container does not require a certification mark)
The sample must be accompanied by a document that includes:
● The shipper's name and address
● The words "test samples"
This exemption does not apply to explosives, infectious substances or radioactives.

Safety or Operation of the Vehicle
Dangerous goods such as fire extinguishers carried for the safety of the vehicle are
exempt from the regulations. So are items such as fuel or batteries that are used to
power the vehicle.

Gases in Cylinders
This is sometimes called the "welder's exemption." It is used by people who carry
cylinders of compressed gas, including acetylene, dissolved air, compressed argon,
compressed carbon dioxide, methylacetylene and propadiene mixture, stabilized
nitrogen, compressed oxygen or propane.
The exemption allows up to 5 cylinders with a total gross weight of up to 500 kg,
without a shipping document. The driver is not required to have a training certificate.
The cylinders must be properly labelled and the labels must be visible from outside the
vehicle.

Agriculture
There are several exemptions for farmers, including:
● Up to 3,000 kg from a store to the farm
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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● Up to 1,500 kg for farm use
● Anhydrous ammonia used as a fertilizer
● Herbicides and pesticides in spray tanks
Some restrictions apply.

Permits for Equivalent Level of Safety
Permits exempt you from some of the dangerous goods requirements, but only if you
comply with all the conditions of the permit.
For example, you may not need a shipping document as long as you carry a copy of the
permit.
Permits for equivalent level of safety are issued to companies or organizations for
specific activities.

Local Restrictions
Drivers should check for dangerous goods routes through towns or cities.
In some areas there are roads or tunnels where dangerous goods are prohibited.

Trans-Border Shipments
Canadian importers, exporters and drivers carrying dangerous goods to or from the U.S.
might be subject to additional requirements.
For example, in order to transport dangerous goods from Canada into the U.S., drivers
must:
● Produce a valid training certificate
● Have emergency response information for the dangerous goods being
transported and know what to do in case of an emergency
● Make sure the 24-hour number on the shipping document is accessible from the
U.S.
Drivers may have to comply with certain provisions of the U.S. Code of Federal
Regulations, Title 49 (49 CFR). See Part 9 and 10 of the TDG Regulations.
Additional security requirements may also apply to the carrier. Such as:
● Registering with the U.S. Department of Transportation
● Having a written security plan
● Providing in-depth security training for Canadian drivers who carry dangerous
goods into the U.S.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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Other Modes of Transport
Dangerous goods that are transferred to or from a plane, vessel or rail car may also
have to meet the requirements determined by affiliating rules and regulations:

Air

International Air Transport Association (LATA)
Dangerous Goods Regulations - based on rules of the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)

Marine

International Maritime Dangerous Goods (IMDG) Code
- based on rules of the International Maritime
Organization (IMO)
Marine Transport - Transportation of Dangerous Goods
Regulations

Rail

Canada Transportation Act
Railway Safety Act

Emergency Actions
Emergency Reporting
You must report immediately:
● If there is a spill or leak exceeding the amount shown in the reporting quantities
table below
● If there could be a spill or leak exceeding the amount shown in the reporting
quantities table below
● Dangerous Goods are lost or stolen
● Dangerous Goods are interfered with
The people you must notify are shown on pages 38 and 39
Reporting Quantities Table
Class

Packing Group or
Category

Quantity

1

II

Any Quantity

2

Not Applicable

Any Quantity

3, 4, 5, 6.1, 8

I or II

Any Quantity

3, 4, 5, 6.1, 8

III

30L or 30kg

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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6.2

A or B

Any Quantity

7

Not Applicable

A level of ionizing radiation
greater than the level
established in section 39 of the
“Packing and Transportation of
Nuclear Substances regulations
2015”

9

I or III or without a
packing group

30L or 30kg

You must immediately report to the local emergency services (police, fire
departments) and if applicable, the provincial emergency services.
You Must Immediately Notify:
Alberta

911 (or local police) and
relevant local authorities (1-800-272-9600) or
Canadian Coast Guard (1-800-889-8852)

British Columbia

911 (or local police) and
relevant local authorities (1-800-663-3456) or
Canadian Coast Guard (1-800-889-8852)

Prince Edward Island

911 (or local police) or
Canadian Coast Guard (1-800-565-1633)

Manitobia

911 (or local police) and
Department of Conservation (204-945-4888) or
Canadian Coast Guard (1-800-889-8852)

New Brunswick

911 (or local police) and
relevant local authorities (1-800-272-9600) or
Canadian Coast Guard (1-800-889-8852)

Nova Scotia

911 (or local police) or
Canadian Coast Guard (1-800-565-1633)

Ontario

911 (or local police) or
Canadian Coast Guard (1-800-265-0237)

Quebec

911 (or local police) or
Canadian Coast Guard (1-800-363-4735)

Saskatchewan

Local Police, Spill Control Center (1-800-667-7525) or
Canadian Coast Guard (1-800-889-8852)

Newfoundland and
Labrador

911 (or local police) or
Canadian Coast Guard (1-800-563-9089)

Nunavut Territory

911 (or local police) and
relevant local authorities (867-920-8130)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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Nunavut Territory and
Arctic Waters

Canadian Coast Guard (1-800-265-0237)

Yukon Territory

911 (or local police) and
relevant local authorities (867-667-7244) or
Canadian Coast Guard (1-800-889-8852)

Northwest Territories

911 (or local police) and
relevant local authorities (867-920-8130) or
Canadian Coast Guard (1-800-889-8852)

CANUTEC

1-800-CAN-UTEC (226-8832), 613-996-6666, or 666 on a cell phone

Canadian Nuclear
Safety Commission

CNSC duty officer emergency line (613-995-0479)

Natural Resources
Canada

613-995-5555

When dangerous goods are released or anticipated to be release, it could results in:
● The death of a person
● The treatment of a person's injuries by a healthcare professional
● An evacuation or shelter in place
● The closure of a facility, road, main railway line, main waterway
Or if:
● Damage to a means of containment has been damaged so that it's integrity is
compromised
● The center silf or stub sill of a tank car is broken or has a crack in the metal of at
least 15 cm (6 in)
The report for the above release or anticipated release of dangerous goods being
transported by road, rail or marine is to be submitted to:
1. Canutec at 1-888-226-8832, 613-996-6666 or *666 for a cell phone.
2. The consignor
3. If dangerous goods are included in Class 7, the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission
4. For a vessel, a Vessel Traffic Services Centre or a Canadian Coast Guard
radio station.
Please take note that the company policy may require you to make a telephone report
to:
● The employer
● The road vehicle's owner, lessee or charterer

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ye-zhDbJ9XM18fl2ewAsgB2knR7SbXCzh-ZmzxY9ocU/edit
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The emergency report should include:
● Your name and contact information
● The date, time and location of the release or anticipated release
● The mode of transport
● The shipping name or UN Number
● The quantity before the incident and the amount released
● A description of the incident (collision, rollover, derailment, fire etc.)
● An estimate of the number of people evacuated or sheltered in place, killed, or
injured
Emergency responders will use this information to determine how to deal with a spill or
leak. They will be able to look up the dangerous goods in the Emergency Response
Guidebook. Using the information you provide will help them respond effectively and
safely.
30-DAY REPORTING
Some of these terms have specific meanings for transporting dangerous goods.
If you report an accident, spill, leak, imminent spill or leak involving dangerous goods,
you or your employer must send a follow-up report to Transport Canada within 30 days.
You may need to provide additional details for the 30-day report.
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